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Abstract—Traditional droop-controlled system has assumed that generators can always generate the powers demanded from them. This is true with conventional sources, where fuel supplies are usually planned in advance. For renewable sources, it may also be possible if energy storage is available. Energy storage, usually as batteries, may however be expensive, depending on its planned capacity. Renewable sources are therefore sometimes installed as non-dispatchable sources without storage. This may not be viable for remote grids, where renewable sources may be the only or major type of sources. In those cases, traditional droop scheme may not work well when its demanded power cannot be met by some renewable sources due to intermittency. When that happens, the system may become unstable with some sources progressively brought out of generation. To avoid such occurrence, an enhanced dual droop scheme is proposed for general two-stage converters with front rectifiers or dc-dc converters for conditioning powers from renewable sources and rear inverters for channeling powers to remote grids. Unlike the traditional droop scheme, the proposed dual droop scheme uses both dc-link voltage and generated powers for determining the required control actions, which have subsequently been proven stable by small-signal analysis. Experimental results have also verified the effectiveness of the dual droop scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With growing concern of the environment and cost of energy, renewable energy sources (RESs) have increasingly been deployed as distributed generators (DGs) in microgrids (MGs) or remote grids, where laying of transmission lines may be expensive and transportation of fuels may be inconvenient [1]-[4]. RESs are therefore prospective alternatives even though they are not likely to fully replace conventional generators. Their penetration has hence grown rapidly with wind, tidal and photovoltaic (PV) sources being the most popular because of their abundance, cleanliness and comparatively low production cost [5]-[8]. The number of RESs in shunt may also be high to meet greater load demand. Their parallel control has hence been the next target of interest.

One possibility is to try droop control mimicked from the parallel behaviors of multiple synchronous generators [9]-[12]. The droop-controlled converters can then share active and reactive powers proportionally based on their respective ratings. The droop scheme has however been analyzed with single-stage converters in most cases, which obviously, do not cover RESs with front rectifiers or dc-dc converters, and rear inverters [13]-[15]. The resulting converters are referred to as two-stage converters with many control freedoms available for enhancing the droop scheme, even though not widely explored at present.

Some examples can be found in [16]-[22], where the droop principle has been applied to multiple PV sources in a microgrid. Additionally, in [16] and [17], the transfer between grid-connected and islanded modes has been activated by a reconfiguration of controllers in a single PV source. This is subsequently found to be non-optimized when compared with schemes that use the same control structure in both modes. The droop concept from the Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) is then raised in [18], where PV inverters have been droop-controlled to keep the dc bus voltage stable during load transient, and automatically reduce generation during low-load islanding. The CERTS concept has however been investigated with only single-stage inverters.

Even more recent is the universal controller proposed in [20], where maximum power point tracking (MPPT), droop control and dc-link voltage regulation have been managed simultaneously without control reconfiguration. The controlled source can therefore participate in voltage and frequency regulations of the MG, while generating maximum power. The MG must in turn have other non-renewable sources or storage for balancing supply and demand, which if not catered, will severely limit variation range of the loads. Additionally, the absence of non-renewable sources or storage may introduce a
consider, which existing droop schemes have not encountered since they usually assume active power demanded by the droop controller can always be supplied by the sources [23]. This may not be true with RESs because of intermittency caused by climatic and environmental changes.

When that happens (powers demanded by droop controllers cannot be met by RESs), the constrained RESs will try to increase the system frequency, while the other RESs with enough capacities will try to lower frequency to fill energy shortfall in case of inductive connecting lines. Both groups of RESs are therefore in conflict with no common stable system frequency determined. The simplest solution is to add energy storage if the usual droop scheme is used without changes. Capacity of the storage may however be sizable if each RES is to meet its droop power command at all times. The total installed storage may therefore be expensive. To avoid such costs, the RESs can be made non-dispatch-able, but only when other dispatch-able sources are present. Making them non-dispatch-able also does not meet the CERTS requirement mentioned in [18].

It may therefore be necessary for the RESs to remain as droop-controlled, but not with the existing droop scheme applied. Instead, the enhanced dual droop scheme proposed in this paper should be used, which as its name implies, uses two droop relationships for controlling each two-stage converter. Its principle is based on adaptively adjusting the droop lines in accordance to the load demand and ambient conditions detected by sensing the converter dc-link voltage and power generated. Since these quantities are already sensed for normal control purposes, the proposed scheme does not demand additional hardware, and can hence be easily retrofitted to existing RES converters. Experimental results obtained from two two-stage single-phase converters have readily verified the expectation in terms of resilient active power sharing even when subject to intermittency experienced by the RESs.

II. EXAMPLE SYSTEM

For illustration, the system shown in Fig. 1(a) is considered. It consists of two PV converters with each converter assembled by a front dc-dc boost converter and a rear dc-ac single-phase inverter, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Control scheme of the converter is also shown in the same figure. It should nonetheless be emphasized that other two-stage converters consisting of ac-dc rectifiers and dc-ac inverters found in wind generation can similarly be considered, if preferred, without altering the findings concluded. Considering only two RESs is also deemed as appropriate for studying intermittency, which when happened, always results in two lumped groups of RESs. The first group consists of those with active power deficiency, while the second group consists of those with enough capacity for continuous generation. An example system with two RESs for representing the two lumped groups is therefore sufficient for demonstrating intermittency, while preserving simplicity for easier understanding.

Returning to the individual two-stage converter shown in Fig. 1(b), its boost stage is controlled by a single-loop voltage controller notated as $G_D(s)$. Input to $G_D(s)$ is the difference between measured dc-link voltage $V_{DC0}$ ($i = 1$ or 2 for the two RESs considered) and its reference $V_{DCref}$ which in theory, can be nullified by a Proportional-Integral (PI) $G_{PI}(s)$ or any other controllers that can force a zero dc steady-state error. Control of the front boost stage is therefore comparatively easier than the rear inverter, whose output voltage $V_{aci}$ and current $i_{aci}$ must first be measured for computing $P_i$ and $Q_i$. The computed powers can then be fed to conventional $P-V$ and $Q-V$ droop expressions given in (1) and (2).

$$\omega_i = \omega_{0i} - k_p (P_i - P_{0i})$$

$$V_i = V_{0i} - k_q (Q_i - Q_{0i})$$

where $\omega_{0i}$ and $V_{0i}$ are the rated angular frequency and output voltage amplitude of converter $i$, $P_{0i}$ and $Q_{0i}$ are its rated active and reactive powers, and $k_p$ and $k_q$ are its active and reactive power droop coefficients, respectively.

The determined $V_i$ and $\omega_i$ from (1) and (2) can eventually be used for forming the demanded voltage reference $V_{ref} = V_{aci} \cos(\omega_{0i})$ for tracking by the usual voltage and current controllers. The expressions in (1) and (2) are however for predominantly inductive connecting lines only. For predominantly resistive lines, the expressions change to those given in (3) and (4) [24], where definitions of the variables remain unchanged. The only differences noted are frequency is now determined by reactive power, while voltage magnitude is determined by active power. Such simple swopping of dependencies will however cause RESs controlled by (3) and (4) to behave differently from those controlled by (1) and (2) when subject to intermittency. These differences are analyzed in the next section, where an anticipated problem related to the traditional droop scheme has been explained.

$$\omega_i = \omega_{0i} + k_p (Q_i - Q_{0i})$$

$$V_i = V_{0i} - k_q (P_i - P_{0i})$$

III. ANTICIPATED PROBLEM

To explain the problem faced by the two droop-controlled RESs shown in Fig. 1(a), conditions collected in Fig. 2 are analyzed for the case of (1) and (2) used for regulating the two
RESs. For simplicity, the two RESs are also assumed as equally rated, which will nonetheless be true if they are normalized to the common per-unit range. They are therefore regulated by the same active and reactive droop lines with the same droop coefficients \((k_{p1} = k_{q1} = k_{p2} = k_{q2})\), if the existing droop principle is applied. They are however assumed to be located differently, and hence subject to different ambient conditions including cloud passing that can occasionally cause solar irradiation to drop in case of a PV converter. It is therefore possible for the RESs to have different characteristic curves depending on their ambient conditions.

With the RES conditions clarified, Fig. 2 shows an instant where both RESs begin with the same characteristic curves 1A and 2A indicated at the bottom of Fig. 2. Their initial common droop lines will then mark out the same operating points, noted commonly as “a” (another operating point on the positive-sloping side of the PV curve will be addressed later). Their power generations and angular frequencies will thus be 
\[
P_a = P_b = P_D\quad \text{and}\quad \omega_1 = \omega_0 = \omega_b\quad \text{with the latter naturally enforced by the network in the steady state.}
\]

The characteristic curve of RES1 is next assumed to fall from curve 1A to curve 1B, such that its new maximum power \(P_{b1}\) at “\(\omega_1\)” is lower than \(P_b\) marked by its droop line and initial characteristic curve 1A (\(P_{b1} < P_b\)). RES1 is thus not able to provide the demanded droop power if the existing droop scheme is applied without modification. The droop scheme of RES1 will hence try to increase its frequency along the droop line to lower its droop active power command. At the same time, RES2 will attempt to lower its frequency to raise its generation to meet the load demand, which certainly, is possible if the maximum power of curve 2A is high enough. Both RESs are therefore in conflict with a common steady-state frequency and hence stability not readily achievable.

A straightforward solution is to add energy storage with usually oversized capacity to each RES, so that the combined RES-storage entity is capable of generating any amount of active power demanded by its droop line. Energy storage with sufficient capacity may however incur significant investment costs. To avoid or lower such costs, another possibility is to operate the RESs as non-dispatch-able sources, which is only possible if there are other dispatch-able sources for regulating the network voltage. In case where such dispatch-able sources are not present or not strong like in some remote MGs, the RESs must be operated as dispatch-able sources, which is also the recommendation mentioned by CERTS in [18]. When that happens (droop-controlled RESs), dc-link voltage \(V_{DCl}\) of RES1 with insufficient capacity will gradually collapse, since power delivered to the dc-link by the boost converter in Fig. 1(b) is less than power drawn out by the rear inverter. Eventually, only RES2 is left powering the loads or it will be tripped too if its capacity cannot meet the full load demand. This unstable situation may be avoided, if (1) and (2) are modified to keep both RESs in operation even though capacity of RES1 has dropped.

The same dropping of dc-link voltage \(V_{DCl}\) will occur too, when (3) and (4) are used for regulating the two RESs connected by predominantly resistive lines. The exception is overall collapsing of \(V_{DCl}\) of RES1 may not always happen, since ac voltages \(V_1\) and \(V_2\) of both RESs need not be exactly equal unlike frequencies \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\). Therefore, when the characteristic curve of RES1 changes from curve 1A to curve 1B in Fig. 2, RES1 will still try to increase its voltage \(V_1\) to lower its droop power command, while RES2 will still try to decrease its voltage \(V_2\) to raise its generation. But, as soon as the lowered droop command of RES1 can be met by its reduced generation, its dc-link voltage \(V_{DCl}\) stabilizes and returns to its reference value \(V_{DCl,ref}\).

The shortfall in generation is then shouldered by RES2 if its capacity is sufficient. It should however be noted that such stabilization is possible only when the fall in capacity of RES1 is not sizable. Otherwise, the increase in \(V_1\) and decrease in \(V_2\) may cause a relatively higher voltage to appear across RES1, which in principle, may not be possible since RES1 is generating lesser power. Classical droop schemes represented by (1) and (2) or (3) and (4) are therefore not directly applicable to dispatch-able RESs in general.

### IV. ENHANCED DUAL DROOP SCHEME

#### A. Inductive Connecting Lines

In Section III, the conflicting frequency excursion during capacity reduction of RES1 is explained. This excursion will eventually lead to system breakdown. To retain stability, it is therefore necessary to nullify such excursion by allowing the two RESs to decrease their frequencies together, while permitting RES1 to lower its droop power command and RES2 to raise its droop power command. One way to do it is to lower the original droop line of RES1 by \(\Delta \omega_1\), seen from the top of Fig. 2, until the dashed vertical line drawn from “\(b_1\)” first touches the new characteristic curve 1B of RES1. Point “\(b_1\)” is then the new operating point, at which the reduced droop power command can be met by maximum power \(P_b\) generated by RES1. More importantly, point “\(b_2\)” is at a lower frequency needed by RES2 for increasing its generation from \(P_a\) to \(P_b\) at operating point “\(b_2\)”. RES2 is thus able to compensate for any energy shortfall introduced by RES1 without experiencing conflicting frequency excursion.
The problem is determining the value of $\Delta \omega_i$, which the simplest way is to automatically generate it by feeding the power imbalance to a PI controller. Output of the PI controller can then be used as $\Delta \omega_i$, which in the steady state, will always enforce a zero power imbalance. The integral output is however indefinite with many solutions available for $\Delta \omega_i$ if the system includes more than one RES (the same reason why droop and not PI control is used for paralleled systems). It is therefore not encouraged to use the PI controller for generating $\Delta \omega_i$. Instead, the droop principle should be reapplied, where an input should be permitted to drop slightly for generating the uniquely mapped $\Delta \omega_i$. The input here can be chosen as the dc-link voltage $V_{DCi}$ ($i = 1$ or 2), which instead of being regulated constant, is now permitted to fall slightly in the range of $V_{DCi} \leq V_{DCi} \leq V_{DCi}$ whenever the droop power command cannot be met by the RES capacity.

The lower limit of the range $V_{DCi}$ should in fact be higher than the maximum inverter output voltage to avoid over-modulation. It should thus be determined from (2) as $V_{DCi} \geq V_{DCi}$ before writing the final droop expression for computing $\Delta \omega_i$ in (5), if the connecting lines are predominantly inductive.

$$\Delta \omega_i = \begin{cases} k_f (V_{DCi} - V_{DCi}), & V_{DCi} < V_{DCi} \\ 0, & V_{DCi} \geq V_{DCi} \end{cases}$$

where $k_f$ is the droop coefficient for calculating $\Delta \omega_i$. Some insights deduced from (5) can further be summarized as follows:

- Offset $\Delta \omega_i$ varies in the range given in (5), whose lower limit is obtained by subtracting maximum and minimum of (0) ($\Delta \omega_i = \omega_{in} + k_f P_{in}$)). The minimum permitted value at the left-hand side of (5) is thus $-k_f P_{in}$, while the minimum permitted value at its right-hand side is $k_f (V_{DCi} - V_{DCi})$. Matching them, an initial pre-tuned value for $k_f$ can thus be determined as $k_f P_{in}/(V_{DCi} - V_{DCi})$.

- The actual $V_{DCi}$, when fallen below $V_{DCi}$, represents a lack of RES capacity. The inverter droop power command hence must be lowered by adding a negative $\Delta \omega_i$.

- The actual $V_{DCi}$, when risen above $V_{DCi}$, represents an excess RES capacity. The demanded droop power can therefore be met without having to lower the droop line. No offset ($\Delta \omega_i = 0$) is thus needed.

- As $V_{DCi}$ must now droop slightly, controller $G_p(s)$ for the boost converter in Fig. 1(b) cannot be a PI controller. It should instead be a proportional controller with a small gain given by $(V_{DCi} - V_{DCi})/P_{in}$. Implementation of this gain is no different from those small droop coefficients found in (1) to (4). It will hence not cause additional inconvenience.

The proposed dual droop expression for active power regulation can eventually be expressed as (6), which in effect, is a combination of (1) and (5) for predominantly inductive lines. In contrast, droop expression for reactive power regulation remains unchanged as (2), since internal active power variation will not limit reactive power delivered by the rear inverter. The overall dual droop scheme is thus represented by Fig. 3 drawn using (2) and (6).

$$\omega_s = \omega_{in} - k_f (P_{in} - P_{in}) + k_f (V_{DCi} - V_{DCi})$$

### B. Resistive Connecting Lines

The same conflicting excursion will happen when the two RESs are connected by resistive lines and governed by those traditional droop expressions given in (3) and (4). The only difference is that the conflict is triggered by diverting voltages rather than frequencies. The same dual droop scheme can therefore be used for computing $\Delta V_f$ needed for lowering the droop line of RES1 whenever its capacity reduces. The expression developed for $\Delta V_f$ is specifically given in (7), which no doubt, is similar to that in (5) for inductive connecting lines. The droop coefficient in (7) has however been re-notated as $k_f$ for highlighting its voltage, rather than frequency, adjustment.

$$\Delta V_f = \begin{cases} k_f (V_{DCi} - V_{DCi}), & V_{DCi} < V_{DCi} \\ 0, & V_{DCi} \geq V_{DCi} \end{cases}$$

The dual droop active power expression is then given in (8) with its first term used for power sharing like in (4) and its second term used for compensating RES capacity reduction. Expression for reactive power regulation however remains unchanged, and can still be represented by (3).

### C. Special Operating Point Identification

Returning to Fig. 2, an observation noted is all operating points marked are on the negative-sloping sides of the PV curves, rather than on their positive-sloping sides. To prove that this is indeed a stable case with the proposed dual droop scheme, the PV curve of RES1 with operating point “a” marked is redrawn in Fig. 4. As explained earlier, this operating point is determined by the droop-demanded power $P_{in}$, which flows through the rear dc-ac inverter in the steady state.

Assuming next that “a” is slightly perturbed and moved to “a1” in Fig. 4(a), the PV harnessed power $P_{in}$ at “a1” will
become higher than the droop-demanded power $P_c$. That causes the dc-link voltage $V_{DC1}$ to rise slightly. From Fig. 1(b), a small negative error $(V_{DCof} - V_{DC1})$ is thus introduced, and fed to the positive gain $G_{dl}(s)$ and modulation block. The modulation block, in turn, causes duty ratio of switch $T_D$ and its accompanied boost gain to decrease. The decrease in gain is mostly contributed by an increase in PV input voltage because of accompanied boost gain to decrease. The decrease in gain is therefore an unstable point, which upon slightly perturbed, will return to "a". Operating point "a" will hence be brought back to "a" by the increase in PV voltage.

The same restoring effect will be triggered when "a" is perturbed to "a"a, implying that "a"a is a stable operating point, which RES1 will remain in the steady state. It should additionally be emphasized that "a"a being a stable point is demonstrated with only the control scheme of the front boost converter mentioned. It is therefore valid regardless of whether the traditional or proposed droop scheme is used with the rear inverter. The two droop schemes will however behave differently when "c" is the assumed operating point, as marked in Fig. 4(b). Considering again that "c" is slightly perturbed to "c"1, the small negative error $(V_{DCof} - V_{DC1})$ introduced will cause the PV input voltage to rise as explained earlier. But, instead of returning to "c", the increase now causes "c"1 to deviate further until it reaches the stable operating point "a".

The reverse perturbation of "c" to “c1a” can similarly be evaluated, which as anticipated, will introduce a small positive error $(V_{DCof} - V_{DC1})$ for raising duty ratio of switch $T_D$ and its boost gain. The increase in gain, in turn, causes the PV input voltage to lower and eventually collapse to zero, rather than returning to "c". This scenario will however occur only with the traditional droop scheme, whose droop power command for the rear inverter will be kept unchanged at $P_a$. In contrast, with the proposed dual droop scheme, the positive error $(V_{DCof} - V_{DC1})$ will gradually cause the power command of the inverter to drop from $P_a$ to $P_c$ in Fig. 4(b), which in most cases, is much slower since the droop scheme is located at the outermost loop of the usual three-loop structure.

This new $P_c$ will also be smaller than $P_{c1a}$, because of the steeper droop gradient with respect to voltage than the positive-sloping side of the PV curve. The positive power flow ($P_{c1a} - P_c$) through the dc-link capacitance will then gradually cause $(V_{DCof} - V_{DC1})$ to become negative, boost gain to drop, and "c1a" to move to "a". Operating point "a" is therefore an unstable point, which upon slightly perturbed, will shift RES1 to stable point “a” in the steady state.

V. SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS

To evaluate stability of the converters shown in Fig. 1(a), small-signal model of each converter is first developed based on (2) and (6), before models of the two converters are merged for representing the overall system (converter models derived using (3) and (8) are relatively similar, and hence not duplicated). Details of the derivation are presented as follows.

A. Model of Single Converter

As per usual, the droop process begins by computing the generated active and reactive powers of each converter using locally measured voltage and current quantities. The computed instantaneous powers $P(s)$ and $Q(s)$ are then passed through low-pass filters for obtaining their average values $P_{avg}$ and $Q_{avg}$, represented as [25]:

$$P_{avg} = \frac{\omega_f}{s + \omega_f} P_c(s) \quad (9)$$

$$Q_{avg} = \frac{\omega_f}{s + \omega_f} Q_c(s) \quad (10)$$

where $\omega_f$ is cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. Its value is usually set low so that the inner voltage and current regulation loops are much faster than the outer droop power loop. Dynamics of the inner loops can thus be neglected [26], [27].

By next perturbing (2), (6), (9) and (10), the following perturbed expressions can be obtained, where $\Delta$ in front of a variable represents its small perturbed value around a defined equilibrium point.

$$\Delta P_c = -k_D \Delta V_{DC1} \quad (11)$$

$$\Delta V_{DC1} = -k_{DC} \Delta Q_c \quad (12)$$

Rewriting (11) and (12) in the time-domain results in the following expressions, where a dot above any variable represents derivative of that variable in time.

$$\Delta \dot{V}_{DC1} = -k_D \Delta \dot{V}_{DC1} - k_{DC} (\Delta P_c - \Delta Q_c) \quad (13)$$

$$\Delta \dot{Q}_c = -k_{DC} \Delta \dot{V}_{DC1} \quad (14)$$

Further noting that variation of energy $E_i$ in the dc-link capacitor is related to its voltage $V_{DC1}$, (15) can be written, where $C$ is the dc-link capacitance.

$$E_i = \int P_i(t) dt = \frac{1}{2} C V_{DC1}^2$$

The linear perturbed expression between the dc-link voltage and its power can thus be derived as follows, where $m$ is the equilibrium point of $V_{DC1}$.

$$\Delta V_{DC1} = \frac{1}{m C s} \Delta P_c = -k_D \Delta P_c \quad (16)$$

Substituting $s \Delta V_{DC1} (= \Delta V_{DC1})$ from (16) into (13) then results in:

$$\Delta \dot{V}_{DC1} = -k_D \Delta \dot{V}_{DC1} - (k_D + k_{DC}) \Delta P_c + k_{DC} \Delta Q_c \quad (17)$$

In addition, in the $d$-$q$ reference frame, the vectorial form of the converter output voltage can be expressed as follows, where...
\[ V_{di} = V_c \cos(\delta), \quad V_{qi} = V_c \sin(\delta) \text{ and } \delta_i = \arctan(V_{qi}/V_{di}). \]

From (18), a perturbed expression for \( \Delta \delta \) can subsequently be derived as (19), where
\[
\Delta \delta = \Delta m \Delta V_{di} + m \Delta V_{qi}.
\]

Since \( \Delta \delta_0 = s \Delta \delta_i \), time-domain form of (19) changes to the following.
\[
\Delta \delta_i = m \Delta V_{di} + m \Delta V_{qi}.
\]

Noting next that the output voltage amplitude of (18) can be written as (21), from which its linearized perturbed expressions can be derived as (22) and (23) with
\[
V_i = V_{di} + jV_{qi} = \sqrt{V_{di}^2 + V_{qi}^2}.
\]

From (14), (16), (17), (20) and (23), state equation for representing a single converter in Fig. I(a) can eventually be derived as (24).
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{A} & = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & m_{\delta_i} & m_{\delta_i} & m_{\delta_i} & 0 \\
0 & m_{\delta_i} & m_{\delta_i} & m_{\delta_i} & 0 \\
- k_{\omega_f} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
- k_{\omega_f} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \\
\mathbf{B} & = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

and
\[
\Delta \delta_i = A \Delta \delta_i + B \Delta \mathbf{P}_i.
\]

B. Combined Model of Both Converters in Fig. I(a)

The system in Fig. I(a) with two two-stage RES converters can now be analyzed by first writing down the two converter voltages as \( \bar{V}_1 = V_{di} + jV_{qi} \) and \( \bar{V}_2 = V_{d2} + jV_{q2} \), respectively.

To avoid excessive complexity, line impedances of the two converters are also assumed equal, which together with the load impedance, are expressed as \( r + jX \) and \( r + jX_2 \), respectively.

Applying Kirchhoff’s Current Law then results in those output current expressions of the converters given in (25), which upon rearranged, leads to (26).

\[ \mathbf{I}_1 = I_{d1} + jI_{q1} = \begin{bmatrix}
Y_{i1} & Y_{i12} & Y_{i13} & Y_{i14} \\
Y_{i2} & Y_{i22} & Y_{i23} & Y_{i24} \\
Y_{i3} & Y_{i32} & Y_{i33} & Y_{i34} \\
Y_{i4} & Y_{i42} & Y_{i43} & Y_{i44}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
V_{d1} \\
V_{q1} \\
V_{d2} \\
V_{q2}
\end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \mathbf{I}_2 = I_{d2} + jI_{q2} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \]
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analyzed by plotting its root loci using (35) and parameters $k_p$ and $k_q$ which when increased, will cause $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ to move closer to the origin and hence raising its effect. The dominant poles $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ will however shift away from the imaginary axis as $k_p$ increases. Their combined effect is thus an improvement of the system dynamics. Increasing $k_p$ will however cause large frequency drop in the steady state according to the traditional droop expressions given in (1). Selection of $k_p$ should therefore be based on an acceptable trade-off between dynamics and steady-state drop.

Referring next to Fig. 7, a third set of root loci is plotted with $k_p = 0.0003$, $k_q = 0.008$ and $k_f$ varying from 0.0001 to 0.05. The
increased parameter is now $k_f$, which will cause dominant poles $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ to shift closer to the imaginary axis. The system response is therefore more oscillatory, and will eventually become unstable as $k_f$ rises above $0.0316$ ($\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ enter the right-half s-plane). This instability crossing point of $k_f$ will, in fact, change with line and load impedances, as demonstrated in Fig. 8. More specifically, the root loci in Fig. 8(a) shows that as reactive component $X$ of predominantly inductive lines increases, instability is entered only after $k_f$ crosses a higher critical value ($0.056$, $0.0316$ and then $0.1555$ in Fig. 8(a)). Similarly, by decreasing resistive component $R_L$ of the load, a slightly wider stable range for $k_f$ is observed in Fig. 8(b) (crossing point moves from $0.0308$ to $0.0309$, and then to $0.0316$). The final $k_f$ chosen must hence meet the “worst case” requirements at low $X$ and high $R_L$.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

As a simple preliminary verification, two similarly rated RESs have been simulated using Matlab/Simulink. Parameters used for the RESs are given in Table I, similar to those used for the subsequent experimental testing. Results obtained with the proposed dual droop scheme are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) for predominantly inductive and resistive lines, respectively. Referring to Fig. 9(a) as an example, before 0.2s, the two RESs are assumed to harness a maximum of 550W each. They should hence share the active load demand evenly with their respective dc-link voltages kept at 400V. These expectations have respectively been verified by the third and fourth plots of Fig. 9(a) before 0.2s.

After 0.2s, the maximum capacity of RES1 has been lowered from 550W to 310W, while that of RES2 has been kept...
unchanged. RES1, being unable to provide sufficient active power, will then experience dc-link voltage drop like in the fourth plot of Fig. 9(a). The amount of drop depends on the size of dc-link capacitance used, but regardless of that, it will cause the droop line of RES1 to shift down like in Fig. 2, until the droop-demanded active power reaches 310W like in the third plot of Fig. 9(a). Simultaneously, RES2 supplies more active power to the load in order to cover shortfall caused by RES1. This increase from RES2 can also be seen from the third plot of Fig. 9(a). Additionally, the last plot of Fig. 9(a) shows both PV input voltages dropping from 315V to 275V for RES1 and 315V to 305V for RES2. As explained earlier with Fig. 2, the larger drop of RES1 is caused by jumping from “a” to “b1” on different PV curves, while the smaller drop of RES2 is caused by shifting from “a” to “b2” along the same PV curve. The proposed dual droop scheme has therefore responded, as intended.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the proposed dual droop scheme, experiments have been performed with the example network shown in Fig. 1(a). Hardware setup for the experiments is shown in Fig. 10, while its parameters are given in Table I. Included in the setup is a dSPACE DS1103 controller for implementing the dual droop scheme, which when enabled, gives rise to those results described below.

A. Inductive Lines

Fig. 11 shows experimental results captured with the dual droop scheme and $k_f = 0.01$. (a) Output active powers $P_1$, $P_2$ and dc-link voltages $V_{DC1}=400$, $V_{DC2}=400$, (b) output voltage amplitudes $V_1$, $V_2$, (c) output voltage frequencies $f_1$, $f_2$, and (d) output voltage $v_{ac1}$, $v_{ac2}$ and output current $i_{ac1}$, $i_{ac2}$. 

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PV panel voltage variation ($V_{PV}$)</td>
<td>200V-350V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated output voltage amplitude of PV inverter ($V_{o}$)</td>
<td>220V(rms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated frequency of PV inverter ($f_0$)</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link reference voltage ($V_{DCref}$)</td>
<td>400V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link capacitance ($C$)</td>
<td>940μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boost inductance ($L_b$)</td>
<td>4mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output filter inductance ($L_w$)</td>
<td>6mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output filter capacitance ($C_w$)</td>
<td>10μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common boost and inverter switching frequency ($f_s$)</td>
<td>10kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load ($Z_{load}$)</td>
<td>44Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active droop coefficient ($k_a$)</td>
<td>0.0003 rad/(s•W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive droop coefficient ($k_r$)</td>
<td>0.008V/Var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance of transmission line</td>
<td>0.1Ω, 3mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active droop coefficient ($k_a^{(Z_{inductive})}$)</td>
<td>0.004V/(s•W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive droop coefficient ($k_r^{(Z_{inductive})}$)</td>
<td>0.001 rad/Var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance of transmission line</td>
<td>2Ω, 0.8μH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 10. Laboratory setup: A - oscilloscope, B - converters, and C - load.](image-url)
Performances of the traditional and dual droop schemes will only differ when one RES has its capacity reduced significantly due to intermittency. To demonstrate the differences, Fig. 12 shows the experimental results produced by the traditional droop scheme when the source capacity of RES 1 reduces from 800W to 400W. RES1 is thus no longer able to provide the demanded droop power of 550W. In contrast, capacity of RES2 remains unchanged at 800W, and can hence shoulder more load. Droop schemes of both RESs are therefore in conflict with RES1 demanding for an increase in frequency to lower its droop power command and RES2 demanding for a decrease in frequency to raise its generation for filling the energy shortfall introduced by RES1.

The conflict can be seen in Fig. 12(b), where \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) deviate after triggering the transient. The shortage of energy in RES1 also causes its dc-link voltage \( V_{DC1} \) to drop more rapidly. This fall, together with the inability to arrive at a common steady-state frequency, eventually causes the RESs to trip. Powers \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), terminal voltages \( v_{ac1} \) and \( v_{ac2} \), and output currents \( i_{ac1} \) and \( i_{ac2} \) of the RESs are therefore gradually reduced to zero, as seen from the three plots in Fig. 12.

The breakdown can however be avoided by the proposed dual droop scheme, as seen from Fig. 13 obtained with the same disturbance and \( k_f = 0.01 \). As anticipated, dc-link voltage \( V_{DC1} \) of RES1 drops, which in turn causes droop line of RES1 to be brought down by a non-zero \( \Delta f \) (solid to dashed line in Fig. 2). Droop power command of RES1 can therefore be brought down by a decrease, rather than increase, in frequency. The decrease in frequency also permits generation of RES2 to increase to fill energy shortfall introduced by RES1. A common steady-state frequency and an eventually stabilized \( V_{DC1} \) can hence be reached, permitting the network to continue operation, as seen from all plots shown in Fig. 13.

To next demonstrate the effect of \( k_f \), a smaller \( k_f = 0.001 \) is used to obtain Fig. 14, which in effect, is similar to Fig. 13. The only differences are a larger dip in \( V_{DC1} \) and a longer setting time observed in Fig. 14. Explanation for these can be deduced from Fig. 2 and Subsection IV(C). Firstly, Fig. 2 informs that the new operating points of Fig. 13 and 14 are at or close to the same peak point “\( b_1 \)” of the lowered PV curve. They are therefore at the boundary of the positive-sloping side of the PV curve, which according to Subsection IV(C), requires the dual droop scheme for maintaining a stable operating point in the
steady state. Droop gain \( k_f \) should therefore not be small, which when reduced to zero, represents the traditional droop scheme. This explains the more oscillatory \( V_{DC1} \) in Fig. 14 caused by its smaller \( k_f = 0.001 \). On the other hand, \( k_f \) should not be larger than the limit identified in Fig. 7, above which instability will surface even along the negative-sloping side of the PV curve.

### B. Resistive Lines

The experiments have been repeated with predominantly resistive lines used for connecting the two two-stage RESs shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 15 shows the corresponding results obtained with the dual droop scheme and \( k_V = 1 \) when both sources are at their common rated capacity of 800W. They should therefore share the total load of 1.1kW evenly (not exactly equal since small mismatch in line resistances will always exist), and their dc-link voltages will be stable. These results will also be produced by the traditional droop scheme since the dual droop and traditional schemes differ only when one of the sources does not have enough capacity for satisfying its droop power command. Anticipated responses are thus a deviation of the two converter terminal voltages and a sizable drop of dc-link voltage \( V_{DC1} \) of RES1. Both RESs are eventually tripped with their powers, terminal voltages and output currents gradually brought to zero, as observed in Fig. 16.

To avoid the breakdown, the dual droop scheme is used to obtain those results shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 when subject to the same disturbance, but with a larger \( k_f = 1 \) used for the former and a smaller \( k_f = 0.5 \) used for the latter. The larger \( k_f \) causes dc-link voltage \( V_{DC1} \) to drop lesser in Fig. 17(a), as compared to Fig. 18(a). Regardless of that, waveforms in both figures can reach their respective new steady states, which
VIII. CONCLUSION

Conventional droop schemes for converters have mostly assumed that active droop power commands can be met by sources connected to the converters. This may not be true with RESs because of intermittency. An improved dual droop scheme has thus been proposed for controlling two-stage converters powered by RESs. The thought is to re-apply the droop principle to the dc-link voltage of each converter, which instead of being held constant, is permitted to drop by a small amount whenever its RES capacity cannot meet its droop power command. The drop in dc-link voltage can then be used for lowering the droop line of the converter so that its droop power command can be reduced by decreasing, rather than increasing, frequency or voltage depending on whether the lines are predominantly inductive or resistive. The lowered frequency or voltage in turn allows the other converter with enough source capacity to raise its generation for replenishing any energy shortfall. The overall system is thus stable with resilient active power sharing, as proven through root locus analysis and experimental testing.
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